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SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF PURNA JUNCTION STATION AND PURNA-NANDED 

SECTION OF NANDED DIVISION ON 07.02.2018 & 08.02.2018 FOR THE PERIOD OF 

JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2018 

S.NO OBSERVATIONS 

1.0 PURNA STATION 

1.1 DY.SS/OFFICE:  

 
Shri. RS. Meena, SMR, Shri. Raju bhise, Dy. SS/Outdoor(11/21) and Shri. 
Manoranjan Kumar, Dy.SS/Panela (11/21) were on duty with valid competencies. 

i. There is only one VDU unit. The Podanur type conventional panel is being 
used alternatively. 

ii. The work for second VDU is sanctioned long ago but not installed yet. 
iii. During the failure of present VDU the conventional panel is being used for    

which there is no record for VDU failures/ Panel change over. 
 

1.2 Station Working Rules: 
 

SWR/PAU Sl.no.684 is in currency; A.S. No.2 is issued on 31.03.2016 and brought 
in to force from 13.04.2016. 

I. The details of Amendment Slips issued to SWR/PAU are not available in the 
appropriate columns in the   „B‟&‟C‟ parts of SWR declaration register. 

II. The details of SWR and the Amendment slip are to be entered in every part 
of SWR declaration register in the appropriate columns. 

III. It has been observed from the SWR that one or more amendment slips are 
being issued keeping first work pending and second work is in progress. It 
should be avoided. 

IV. This station is notified for separate shunting staff to supervise the shunting 
operations and shunting instructions(T-806) need not be given-It is notified 
by DOM in year 2007. It shall be notified by Sr.DOM. 

V. Para 7.5 of SWR is to be revised as per the amendment issued to S.R.5.23 
of G&SR. 

VI. As per para 8.43 for shunting beyond FSS, T.806 shall be given to shunter, 
but T.806 need not be given since it is notified that T.806 is not required. 
This para may be revised. In the same para 'blocking back' word is used 
which is not applicable on single line, this words also to be deleted. 
 

1.3 Train Signal Register(TSR): 
 

It was observed that Sri Bhise Jalwa Dy.SS and Sri, Manoj Bokade Dy.SS donot 
have habit of testing block instrument and making entry in the TSR while taking over 
charge. 
 

1.4 Caution order: 
 

a. To record the caution order messages, one caution order message proforma 
(book) is being used. In this proforma fixed terminology like OEHS, BF, WF 
and be prepared to stop at KM is used. Dy.SSs are recording the message 
by filling in the blanks in the proforma irrespective of actual message. It is 
advised to record the actual message and discontinue this proforma. 

b. Acknowledgement from train crew is not being obtained for caution order. On 
06.02.18, out of 56 trains, acknowledgement is obtained only for eight trains. 

c. Sl. No.4 caution, given in the Caution order(chondi-sirli-905/05-04-30kmph) 
issued at Pau towards PURNA-AKOLA section was not available in the 
caution order register. 



1.5 Periodical Medical Examination(PME): 
 
It is observed from Bio-data Regiter that 

i) Smt. Sumanbai, PM, D.O.B - 12.10.63, PME attended on 14.03.17 and due 
is shown as 14.03.19 but it should be 12.10.18. 

ii) Sri. Vijay Bhimrao Pointsman DOB-16.04.1973, PME attended on 
18.06.2016, due is shown as 15.04.2018, but he may be sent for PME on 
18.06.2018. 
 

1.6 Accident Register: 
 

In last yard derailment on 25.5.2017, where in the T.No. Dn. BCNE/12383 derailed 
on Goods line towards PBN end on point no. 40A, the staffs responsible were 
Shunter and points staff.  Details of punishment imposed were incomplete. The 
punishment details of Shunter who was primarily responsible in the incident are to 
be completed. 
 

1.7 Joint Inspection of  Points and Crossings: 
 

a) The joint inspection for the  last quarter was conducted on  03.02.2018 and 
the following observations are  pending for compliance: 
 Reconditioning of tongue rail of Point Nos. 45A(RH) and 42(LH). 
 One bolt of Ist  William stretcher bar of Point no.42(RH) is broken. 
 Tongue rail (RH) of point no.38B - a length of 105mm is chipped off. 

      The above observations are to be attended on priority. 
b) One bolt of 1st William stretcher of Pt. No.41B RH is broken and burr 

attended is on 06.02.18 for this joint however Disconnection/Re-connection 
is not issued. 
 

1.8 Block instrument register PAU-CRU: 
     

a. SSE/SIG/PAU MONTHLY inspection schedule of july17 is not covered. 
b. Tech/Sig/PAU 1st 15days schedule of Aug17 & Nov17 and  2nd  schedules 

not covered.        
Block instrument register PAU-MQL: 

     
a. SSE/Sig/PAU monthly inspections schedules of July17 and Jan17 are not 

covered. 
b.  Tech/Sig/PAU 15 days schedule of Dec17 are not covered. 

 

1.9 Crank handle register for Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4, Ch5: 
 

Schedule of maintenance and monthly inspections not covered for Oct17, Nov17, 
Dec17, Jan 18. 
 

1.10 Panel/Relay room: 
 

1) At present, Panel veedor counters 3 nos are not working, to be removed, 
since Ansoldo VDU panel is recording. 

2) Relay room monthly summary is to be maintained on the register every 
month like other divisions. 

3) Fire extinguishers 2 Nos are available in S&T equipment room - lables are 
not pasted on the fire extinguishers. 

4) Panel room and relay room backside - earth pit covers to be provided and 
earth values to be written on earth pits. 

5) Panel backside - unwanted tele box to be removed and cables to be neatly 



covered.  
 

1.11 Reversal of Loco for coaching trains: 
 

In majority cases, Dy.SSs/Guards were not supervising the reversal of Loco for 
coaching trains as per Hqs. JPO issued on 23.9.2016 by CTM/G&PP and CRSE. 
While conducting ambush check “Reversal of loco” for train no.12421 (NED-AMSR) 
with loco no.40417/WDP-4/PA, Dy.SS/PAU as well as guard of the train have not 
supervised the shunting. 
  

1.12 Train working without Guard: 
 

In the division, frequently trains are running without guard. Last 10 train particulars 
are given bellow: 
 

S. 
No 

Date Train no. Originating 
station 

Arrival 
time 

1 07.2.18 BOX/N PRLI 08.30 

2 05.2.18 BOX/N PRLI 05.45 

3 05.2.18 BOX/N PRLI 12.40 

4 04.2.18 BOX/N PRLI 16.45 

5 04.2.18 LE/BOLDA/N ---- 02.45 

6 04.2.18 BOX/N PRLI 05.00 

7 04.2.18 BCNHL/E ADB 04.30 

8 03.2.18 BCNHL PRLI 00.00 

9 03.2.18 BCN/L NZB 23.30 

10 03.2.18 BOX/N PRLI 02.00 

           
As per G&SR 4.25.4 “Running of Goods train without guard should be avoided 
as far as possible”. On 07.2.18, train no. NMVP/N moved without guard from ADB 
to PAU even though 3 Goods Guards 1) Sri Pradeep kumarGd/ADB, 2) Sri Premjit 
kumarGd/ADB and 3) Sri B. K .YadevGd/ADB are available. 
 

1.13 Next to engine brake-van: 
 

It was noticed from control message register that frequently trains are running with 
brake next to engine. It should be avoided as a regular practice. 
 

1.14 a. Stationmasters are not following the provisions given in the BWMD 8.5d, 
8.7b, 8.8c, 8.9b during PLCT working. 

b. Station Master in-charge is not certifying the entries in TSR daily as per Para 
2.9(a) in BWMD 

c. No division is following these rules and need to be reviewed. 
 

1.15 Monthly Safety Meeting: 
 

a. Monthly Safety meeting was conducted on 10.01.2018. The 
acknowledgement of staff attended the meeting need to be improved.  The 
points staff were asked to write the subject matter and acknowledge the 
same as having under stood the rule of the month. 

b. The acknowledgement of SMs was very poor, out of 08 ASMs only one could 
attend the meeting. It is advised that the acknowledgement of staff, not 
attended the meeting, to be obtained under Part „B‟ as having gone through 
the subject matter and understood it. 
                              



1.16 During interaction, shunters have highlighted following grievances: 
 
a. Operating staff are frequently attending shunting operations in intoxicated 

condition. Shunters requested to conduct BA test of operating staff under CC 
cameras while taking over charge for the safety in shunting operations. 

b. Only two or three wedges are available in most of the locos against four. 
c. VHF sets supplied to them are not working properly. 

 

1.17  Operating Constraints: 
 

I. The present pit line holding capacity is only 12 coaches, presently 03 
coaching rakes with short formations are checked daily. The feasibility of 
increasing the length of Pit line may be examined. 

II. Presently, at an average of 10 goods rakes per month are offered for TXR 
checking on goods loop. During the period of TXR check, the through goods 
trains are dealt on platform lines resulting in detention to regular coaching 
trains at Home signals for want of Platforms.  The feasibility of providing a 
separate TXR checking line in the PAU yard may be examined. 

III. The  present  shunting neck towards PBN end is of 230m length only, which 
is not serving the purpose. Moreover it is accessible to Main line,  1st loop & 
2nd  loop only. As such presently, the engine reversing etc. from remaining 
lines is performed by setting the points to main lines towards block section 
resulting in delay in granting LC to other trains during shunting operations. 

IV. A full length of shunting neck is suggested towards Akola/Khandwa direction 
to improve the flexibility in shunting operations in the yard. 

V. The ART and MRV are stabled on dedicated lines which are not having 
direct dispatch facility. Keeping in view of the importance of these specials, 
direct dispatch facility to be provided to all three directions. 
 

2.0 Engineering Inter-locked  LC No.134A at KM 320/6-7 between PAU-CRU 
stations: 

2.1 a. TVUs 240768, Date of census 03/2016 and O&E is 02/2016. 
b. Sri Sandeep Whule, GK was in possession of valid competency certificate 

and having adequate knowledge of the Gate working rules. 
c. Vertical clearances of lifting barriers is more than 1.0m instead of 0.8 to 

1.0m. 
d. Speed breaker indication is in yellow colour instead of black colour (AS 

No.135 of IRPWM). 
 

  
 

e. Checkrails of both sides (LH & RH) are lower by 25mm than running rails 
instead of same level. 

f. Gate warning boards are to be relocated. Existing position of gate warning 
board is after speed breaker board towards the LC. Road user while 
approaching LC should observe the gate warning board first and then speed 



breaker board. 
g. Safety chains on either side are not having proper locking arrangement. 
h. Barricading/fencing parallel to road & track is provided. There is a gap 

between gatepost and barricading, which is to be covered/closed to avoid 
unauthorized tress passing, in particular by two wheeler vehicles. 

i. Sliding boom is provided long back but not commissioned till date. HKT key 
arrangement is not made and not being used. However correction slip is 
issued for CRU station working rules. 

j. Existing GWR is issued on 19.4.2014, which needs to be updated/replaced 
by abstract from latest SWR/CRU. 

k. Road width is 5.70m; length of check rail is 9.40m. Road width & length of 
check rails needs to be maintained as per standards  (Length of check rail = 
Road width + 2.0m). Check rail lateral clearance is varying from 45mm to 
55mm as against 51-57mm. 
 

 
 

l. Wooden end check block on CRU end is provided at edge of the road 
instead end of the checkrail. 

m. Even though hauling is done recently i.e. on 02/2016, the existing road 
surface is in very bad condition i.e. having pot holes, running rail non gauge 
face side is in exposed condition. Road vehicles are hitting directly to the 
running rails on both sides. 

n. No engineering official i.e. SSE/P.Way/PAU (in-charge) or SSE/P.Way/PAU 
(sectional) inspected this gate in January‟2018 month.  Last inspection of 
SSE/P.Way/PAU (in-charge) is on 13.11.17 and SSE/P.Way/PAU (sectional) 
is on 01.12.17. 
 

3.0 Purna yard 

3.1 Point No.38B, 1 in 12, FSL, at KM 318/4-5, Laid on 01.06.1997: 
 

a. SRJ approach sleepers i.e. sleeper no.1 & 2 - GR pads are not provided/ 
missing on both sides. 

b. RH SRJ fish plate joint gap is 15mm against 6mm. Avoidable fish plate joints 
need to be welded. 

c. RH tongue rail is in worn-out condition and needs to be reconditioned 
/replaced on top priority in view of safety. 

d. LH tongue rail in chipped off and became knife edged but no defect was 
recorded in joint inspection of points and crossings on 03.02.2018. 
 



  
 

 
 
e. Length of Leading, 1st following, 2nd following & 3rd following stretcher bars 

are to be 1554mm, 1555, 1558mm & 1559mm respectively and need to be 
ensured as per standards. 

f. Spherical washers are not provided at prescribed locations. 
g. Gauge at TOS , station nos. 2, 3 & 4 on main line is (-)8mm, (-)7mm,             

(-) 6mm & (+)2mm respectively and needs to be attended. Cross level on 
main line is varying from 2RL to 15RL and on Turn-out side from 8RL to 
25RL and needs to be attended on priority. 

h. Versines on turn-out side (RH stock rail at station no.1 to 5 - 7mm, 12mm, 
11mm, 15mm & 9mm) and LH tongue rail at station no.1 to 5 (14mm, 5mm, 
24mm,15mm & 10mm) needs to be attended on priority. 

i. Missing fittings i.e. GFN liners (8Nos), broken/seized ERCs (2+3Nos) in lead 
portion need to be recouped. 

j. CMS crossing joint gaps are 20mm, 13mm, 9mm & 2mm against 
zero/gapless. 

k. CMS crossing blocks of RT4775/4776 with two holes are available. Need to 
be replaced with three holes type blocks. 

l. Gauge at Nose, 1M ahead of crossing on main line is (-)6mm & and turn out 
is (-)5mm respectively. Need to be attended. 

m. CMS crossing nose wear is 6mm. CMS crossing needs to be reconditioned / 
replaced as early as possible. 
 

3.2 In Point No.39B following deficiencies were noticed: 
 

a. CMS crossing joint gaps are 11mm, 11mm, 10mm & 10mm against 
gapless/zero. 

b. CMS crossing blocks of RT4775/4776 with two holes are available. Need to 
be replaced with three holes type blocks. 

c. „J‟ type clips are to be provided on running rails instead of normal clips at 
fishplate joints/ GJ locations.  

d. Under/Over driven ERCs are to be driven properly. 
 



3.3 Tested point nos. 38B, 39B, 45B, 27B, 29B, 28B, 26B & 25B. The Voltage and 
Current readings are within the limits. 
  

3.4 The following worn-out Tongue Rails are to be replaced :  
(a)The Point No 38B RH side Tongue rail  
(b) Point no 39B LH side Tongue 
(c) Point no 28B RHS tongue rail  
(d) Point no 29B LHS Tongue rail 
 

3.5 Welding of supporting piece of chair plates at Point no 29B LHS (5th sleeper) & 
RHS (4th, 5th, 9th & 11th sleepers) are given up. To be replaced. 
 

3.6 At all the above-inspected points, required sleeper setting of 5 sleepers is not 
available. To be rectified. 
 

3.7 Point no. 45 B - 1st following stretcher bar is rubbing beneath rail bottom and needs 
to be attended for 3 mm clearance. 
 

3.8 In location box no 24, the earth wire to be terminated properly. 
 

3.9 Sr. DSTE stated that all eligible staff were issued with shoes and raincoats by 
procuring through stores. Counselled all staff to follow all safety procedures while 
carrying out maintenance schedules and joint works. 
 

3.10 Dual VDUs are to be provided during doubling work, which is in progress. 
 

3.11 Lot of rag is lying in the yard and is getting accumulated at points, which will lead to 
failures. Needs to be regularly cleaned to avoid failures of point operation. SS /purna 
to monitor on daily basis and advise CHI. 
 

3.12 Non-standard layout of Point No.101EHL and Point No.102B is provided. Between 
CMS crossing of Point No.101EHL and SRJ of Point No.102B, 1.05m length of rail 
piece is provided (with wide gap of 25mm) due to inadequate length between 
layouts. It is suggested to shift the Point No.101EHL to create a gap of 6.5m 
between heel of crossing of 101EHL and SRJ of Point No.102B towards Bridge 
No.340A on priority to rectify the defective lay-out. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

3.13 BCN/ADB empty Goods train arrived on PF No.3 line at 13.55hrs. Sri Narendra 
Kumar, Goods Guard/PAU sign „on‟ at 12.30hrs. In BV No. WR 85080 460111, 
pressure gauge is not provided and continuity test was not conducted by Guard who 
joined at PAU. Guard was having „Midlands screw type BP pressure gauge‟ which is 
not suitable to the Quick coupler in the Brake van hence Guard could not fit it. Most 
of the times Guards are facing this problem for fitment of the gauge. Either one need 



to be modified either Brake van quick coupler which suites to all gauges or Gauges, 
which suits all brake vans. In view of the safety this has to be ensured. Guard has 
not given any message to Dy. SS/PAU to advice SSE/JE/C&W for rectification. 
  

3.14 Inspection of Stabling lines: 

 
ARME (2Coaches +1GS) stabled on stabling line, Loco no.18903/MLY + Pantry car 
no.SC04802 was stabled on AC sick line and on in sick line no.2, 2BCN wagons 
were stabled. Securing was not done as per S.R.5.23 and entries have not been 
made in the „Stable Load Register‟. 
 

3.15 While inspection of ART, ART line Point No.33 (Point No.33B is trap and Point 
No.33A is 1 in 81/2 FSL) is in set condition to engine reversal line on PBN end. 
 

3.16 
 

PAU yard - Road No.1 is LWR track and at NED end, buffer rails with ordinary 
fishplates are available in jammed condition and one of FPJs on both LH & RH side 
is having closure pieces, which is not permitted. 
 

4.0 SPMRV/PAU: 

 a. SPMRV was not yet commissioned, but all standard equipments are 
available. 

b. LPs are not trained for operation of SPMRV. 
c. Maximum Permissible Speed of SPMRV not stencilled in the cab. 
d. CUG mobile phones are not supplied to the ART & 140 crane staff. As per 

Railway board letter no.2009/safety (DM)/6/19, dated 24.4.2015, CUG 
phones to be supplied. 

e. There is a need for proper training of electric staff on the power supply of 
MRV.  Schematic diagram of power supply of MRV should be made 
available and staff should be trained under „Saksham‟. 

f. Pathway is available only upto two coaches of SPMRV, whereas the MRV is 
of 3 coaches. Pathway to be extended upto 3rd coach. Proper lighting should 
also be arranged for the pathway. 

g. Only one welder i.e. Sri S.K.Sathar is available at C&W depot who would 
attend accident spot also and hence one more welder to be posted for the 
working in his absence during rest/leave and sick. 

h. For maintenance of ART, 140T crane and SPMRV, only 5 members are 
available instead of 13 members. 

 

4.1 Medical section: Sri Arun Prasad, Pharmacist is available. He was not conversant 

with maintaining record properly and checking of standard list of equipments as per 
check list. His knowledge is not upto date. 

a) Electrical Charging points are not available. For keeping important 
medicines in Refrigerator, charging point should be available round the 
clock. 

b) Tayal-tech, BA equipment no. RDSO 0470 is available; so far, it was not 
tested. Testing record is not maintained. It needs to be tested frequently. 

c) Oxyzen cylinders - 2 Nos are available (one is in working and one is 
spare). No record is maintained for checking the pressure while attending 
regular maintenance of SPMRV.  

d) Since purchase, blankets have not been washed till date. 
e) Medicines box, sterilized equipments and sterilized dressing items are 

kept in Almarah. Locking arrangements to be made. 



 
 

f) One small steel ladder is available „to get in/get down‟ from SPMRV 
coach. Ladder should be of more width and railings shall be provided for 
convenience of users such as Doctors, staff and patients for „get in/get 
down‟. 

    

 
 

g) In the combined kitchen room, gas cylinders and utensils to be provided. 
h) Direct dispatch provision is not available.  As per “Golden hour” concept 

direct despatch is required. 
i) Hospital Triage of Red (first priority, Victim critical with unstable vital 

functions, requires urgent care) & Black (Dead) colour only available. 
Yellow (second priority, Victim serious but stable vital functions, requires 
prompt care though no immediate risk, but cannot move without 
assistance) & Green (Victims having light injuries and able to walk) 
colour triages also to be provided (para209 of Zonal DM plan 2017).  

 

5.0 ART/PAU: 

5.1 In BRN wagon, released rails of 80Nos are provided, holes to be drilled and 
chamfering to be done for easy restoration at accident spot. 
 

5.2 In Engineering equipments/tools coach no.091620, Oxygen & Acetylene cylinders 
are kept in horizontal position and most of the P. Way materials are dumped 
haphazardly instead of proper stacking in racks. 
 

5.3 CUG phones to be supplied to all essential staff of ART and their numbers to be 
displayed in ART. 
 

5.4 SAT phone in ART tested for both incoming and outgoing calls and found working.  
VSAT connected and tested found working. 
 

5.5 Generator set was checked and found working, exhaust pipe of generator should be 
near the door. 
 

5.6. The working of Charger available in ART could not be verified. The same may be 
checked at the earliest at Officer level. 
 



5.7 Four numbers of ASKA lights are available and same were working. 
 

5.8 Air plasma cutting machine is available and working. Demo given using a stainless 
steel sheet. 
 

5.9 There is no proper lighting on the pathway to ART stabling line. 
 

6.0 Inspection of 140 crane: 

 
a) Shed and pit line to be provided for attending schedules as well as general 

checking/trail run. 
 

 
 

b) Diesel mechanic as well as Electrical staff not posted for 140 crane. 
 

7.0 Inspection of RCD (Rail Consumer Depot): 

 
At fuel points in NED, safety equipments such as fire extinguishers as well as sand 
buckets to be provided. “Safety precautions to be observed at RCDs to prevent fire 
incidents/ accidents” as per letter No.TP.60/1/Policy dated 26.3.2010 issued by 
CME. 
 

 
 

 
 

7.1 In generator room, unwanted material like cooler etc. should be removed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 



7.2 In view of recent fire incident near fuel point at SC station, a board “No welding to be 

done without permission” to be provided near fuel point area. Necessary precaution 

shall be taken, if any welding work is allowed near fuel point area.  

 

8.0 Running Room: 

8.1 a. Capacity of running room is 72 beds. 9 cubicles of 2 beds and 54 cubicles of 
single bed are available.  Peak occupation is 54 

b.  9th & 10th room are having AC facility. In remaining rooms, AC facility to be 
provided. 

c. 10th room is meant for women crew only. 
d. Washing machine is not available. One heavy duty washing machine to be 

procured. 
e. In kitchen, washing area is very close to cooking area. Washing area should 

be away from cooking area 
f. Food warmer is not available, due to which hot food is not being served to 

the occupants. 
g. One hot water kettle to be kept at dining room, since some of the staff may 

like to take warm water particularly in the winter season. 
h. Old water cans are being used to store drinking water, same to be replaced. 
i. Display of brand of raw materials used for cooking is not available. A display 

to be provided for the item used with brand name in the dining hall. 
j. In dining hall, partition to be provided between wash area and dining table. 
k. Instead of loose curd, it should be supplied with sealed cups. 
l. Tasted the food prepared in running room and found satisfactory. Interacted 

with running staff available in running room. They expressed satisfaction 
regarding the food and amenities available in running room. 

m. Total Bathrooms = 6 Nos, Toilet = 7Nos in that two are western toilets. Urinal 
cells – 2 Nos are also available. 

n. Sticker is to be provided in bathrooms for hot & cold water outlets. 
o. The following Newspapers are available at Running Room - Eenadu 

(Telugu), Times of India (English) & Lokmath Samachar (Hindi). 
p. The following Magazines are available at Running Room - „India Today‟ for 

English & Hindi. 
q. 15 KVA Generator available in running room.  

 

9.0 Combined Crew Lobby: 

9.1 Sri Ramesh Kumar CCC/PAU is available at lobby. 
  

9.2 3 CMS KIOSKs are available for Signing ON/OFF. Bio-metric, Breathalyzer and 
Camera are integrated with CMS. Tested the functioning of integrated breathalyzer 
equipment and found working. Two CC cameras are also available in lobby. 
  

9.3 In the BA test report of CMS, it is observed that photos of some of the LP/ALPs of 

PAU Depot (for example Crew IDs PAU1340 and PAU1391) are not still uploaded in 

Bio-data.  

 

9.4 Separate acknowledgement should be taken for each Safety circular/SOBs. 

  

9.5 Last major incident of Zone should be displayed in lobby for awareness of running 

staff.  

9.6 Animated incidents of SPAD cases, rolling down etc. should be developed and 

displayed in lobby. 

  



9.7 There are 49 cases of LP (G) worked more than 12 hrs in the month of Jan‟18. 

Working hours of crew to be monitored to avoid excessive hours on duty. 

  

9.8 „Fetch as per rule‟ percentage of booking in CMS for the month of Nov & Dec‟2017 

and Jan‟18 is 92.5%, 90.1% and 93.6% respectively. All “Fetch all” cases shall  be 

analysed on daily basis and a register to be maintained with reasons for booking in 

„Fetch all‟.  

 

9.9 There are 20 vacancies in Mail/Express, 29 in Pass & 27 in LP (G) category. It is 

informed that due to court case these vacancies are not filled up. CPO/SC vide letter 

No. SCR/P-HQ/M7/110/LRS/Vol-II, dt. 07.06.2017 has given clarification on filling up 

vacancies which are pending due to court case. Same may be adopted and 

vacancies shall be filled up at the earliest. 

 

9.10 Checked the CMS reports (PR count). It is observed that periodical rest is not being 
given to LP (Goods). In the month of Jan‟18, on an average only 0.6 PR is given as 
against 4 PRs in the month. 
  

9.11 In Loco Inspector report in CMS, it is observed that some of the LIs are not updating 

the monitoring dates in CMS. Details of LPs badly due for monitoring are given 

below. 

Name of LP Due Date for 

counselling  

Vijay Kumar Shankar 03-04-2015 

Vinod Kumar Sinha 28-02-2015 
 

Bijendra Kumar Das 03-06-2015 

 

 

9.12 The Guards position as on the date of inspection:- 
 

Guards  Sanctioned Actual Vacancy Excess 

Mail Express 31 22 09 - 

Passenger 50 07 43 - 

Goods 104 67 37 - 

Total 185 87 88 - 

       
It was observed that there are huge numbers of vacancies existing in the category of 
Guards in the Division.  Goods Guards are being utilized for working the coaching 
trains. As a result, at an average of 2-3 goods trains are running without guard daily 
from PAU station. The division is advised to strive for filling up the vacancies in the 
guards‟ category immediately.  
                       

9.13 10 hours implementation - For the month of November‟2017 is 86.15%, 
December‟2017 is 87.25% and January‟2017 is 82.41%. With the co-operation of 
operating department, 10 hrs implementation percentage should be increased. As 
per Railway Board guidelines instead of 10 hrs, 9hrs should be implanted.  
 

9.14 Three KIOSKs are available. Crews are signing “IN/OFF” in CMS. But Manual 
signing „ON/OFF‟ register is also available. Some of the crew are doing both i.e. 
CMS as well as manual Register. This is not correct. Whenever CMS not working 
/Server is down, etc., only then manual Register shall be used. Division shall ensure 



that crew should use CMS. 
 

9.15 While perusing the signing‟ ON/OFF‟ register, on25.1.2018,  Sri E. Vijaya kumar, 
LP/G/ADB who worked the  train no.57554 signed „OFF‟ at 12.20 hrs. Again he 
signed „ON‟ at 18.20 hrs to work 57551 passenger, which he is under rest. Without 

Knowledge of control office/CCC, he inter changed his duties with originally booked 
LP, which is violation of GR2.08. (1).Division should conduct enquiry and suitable 
D&AR action should be taken against the defaulters. Designated shift CCs are not 
posted, ALPs are working as shift CCs. Selection should be conducted as early as 
possible. 
 

10.0 PURNA C&W DEPOT 

10.1 Plat form Activities: 
a. Rolling Lights at PF No.2 NED end - some of the LED bulbs in the Rolling in 

light are not working. 
b. Rolling Lights at PF No.3 (on PF end) - some of the  LED Bulbs are not 

glowing.  
c. Rolling Lights at PF No.4 Parbani end - some of the  LED Bulbs are not 

glowing. 
d. Majority of the Hydrants are dummied on PF 1, 2, 3 and 4, which effect the 

watering of trains in time. 
 

10.2 Coaching depot(Rake checking): 
 

Sl. 
No. 

COACH 
NO 

POH R/DATE IOH  No.of 
Bio-
toilets 

        Remarks  

1. SC SLR 
94717 

LGDS 
5/11/16 

6/2018 - - BP and FP gauges are 
not due for Calibration. 
Vertical Shutters are in 
broken condition. 

2. SC GS 
93512 

LGDS 
17/10/16 

5/2018 NED 
17/7/17 

  Main door is rusted at 
some places. Vertical 
Shutters are in broken 
condition. 

3. SC GS 
96455 

TYPS 
3/10/17 

5/2019 - Bio-
toilet-4 
- 

Rubber hose 
connectors are not 
available from Toilet 
pan to Bio-toilet for all 
4 Nos. of bio-toilets. 
Four Brake blocks 
replaced. Vertical 
Shutters are in broken 
condition. 

4. SC GS 
97537 

LGDS 
12/8/17 

3/2018 Purna 
2/6/17 

- Brake blocking pairing 
is done. Vertical 
Shutters are in broken 
condition. 

5. SC GS 
12465 

LGDS 
21/12/17 

7/2019 - Bio-
toilet-4 

Rubber hose 
connectors are not 
available from Toilet 
pan to Bio-toilet for 2 
Nos. of bio-toilets. 
Vertical Shutters are in 
broken condition. 



6. SC GS 
00404 

LGDS 
29/7/16 

3/2018 Purna 
6/5/17 

- Safety loop bolts 
checked. Uneven 
brake blocks are 
replaced. Vertical 
Shutters are in broken 
condition. 

7. SC GS 
12469 

TPYS 
17/8/16 

3/2018 NED 
16/5/17 

Bio-
toilet-4 

Rubber hose 
connectors dis-
engaged from Toilet 
pan to Bio-toilet for 2 
Nos. of bio-toilets 
adjusted. Vertical 
Shutters are in broken 
condition. 

8.. SC 
SLRD  
01734 

TPYS 
21/10/16 

9/2018 NED 
16/11/17 

- BP & FP gauges - 
Calibration due date is 
11/5/18. B/van 
equipment is available 
as per list .Cabinet is 
sealed by OTL Sl. 
No.002995. Vertical 
Shutters are in broken 
condition. 

 
 

10.3 Coaches kept for maintenance on pit line are checked.  No earth leakage is 

observed in coach nos. 98725 & 98501. Fuses used for fan circuit, light circuit in 

junction box and re-wirable fuse are of prescribed capacity. Battery fuse is of 35 

amps capacity. 

 

10.4 Emergency light is not working in coach no. 98501. It is informed that theft of 

emergency lights is taking place. 

 

10.5 Corrosion is observed in coach no. SC 98501. POH of this coach was done 

Sep‟2016.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.6 Maintenance of track is proper at stabling line, IOH line and Pit lines. Track is 

uneven and coaches placed in IOH line and stabling line are tilted to one side. 

 



 
 

 

10.7 No designated Vehicle drivers are available in the Depot. Lorry, Road mobile crane, 
and Crane mounted lorry are being run by C&W tech/Helpers which are having valid 
license. 
 

10.8 Pit line: 

 
i. Pit occupation timing of Train No.17610 (PAU-PATNA) express for primary 

maintenance is less against prescribed 6 hours: 
 

S.No Date Arrival 
pit line 

Dep. 
from pit 

line 

to be 
released 

at 

Time 
before 

released 

1 02.11.17 19.35 00.45 01.35 00.55 

2 09.11.17 19.45 24.00 01.45 01.45 

3 16.11.17 22.00 03.00 04.00 01.00 

4 23.11.17 21.00 02.00 03.00 01.00 

5 30.11.17. 18.15 24.00 00.15 00.15 

6 07.12.17 20.00 01.00 02.00 01.00 

7 14.12.17 18.20 24.00 00.20 00.20 

8 21.12.17 18.20 24.00 00.20 00.20 

9 26.12.17 19.35 01.00 01.35 00.35 

10 04.1.18 21.20 02.00 03.20 01.20 

11 11.1.18 19.15 00.30 01.15 00.45 

12 18.1.18 19.15 00.30 01.15 00.45 

13. 25.1.18 19.40 01.30 01.40 00.10 

14 01.2.18 18.50 00.30 00.50 00.20 

 
Division should give prescribed time for rake maintenance for better 
maintenance. 

      ii)        Cat Walk of Pit line is in bad shape. Repairs/construction going on for the 
Catwalk shall be completed early. 

iii) Proper drainage system is not available for the pitline. 
iv) Staff is working in pit lines without Gumboots and helmets. 
v) On pit line, a number of dog spikes used for fixing rail have given up. 
vi) Removed worn out brake blocks are placed by the side of track on pit line 

and the same are to be removed to avoid coming under the wheels of 
coach. 

11.0 Push Trolley Inspection from CUR-LBG stations: 

11.1 Chudawa Station: 
  

Shri. Pawankumar Barniwal, Dy.SS/CRU was on duty with valid competency. 
 

a.  SWR Declaration register: 

i. SWR/CRU Sl.no.683 is issued on 05.02.13 and brought in to use on 
19.03.2014. A.S No.2 is issued, but the details of AS No.2 not mentioned in 
all the parts of SWR declaration register. It is mandatory to write the details 



of Correction slips on every part i.e. Part-A, B & C. 
ii. It was observed that  the acknowledgement of  out station staff  is obtained 

in the Part „C‟ as against Part „B‟  and for staff away from duties for 15 days 
or more, the acknowledgement is obtained in Part „B‟ as against Part „C‟. 

iii. The procedure and guide lines issued on SWR Assurance register vide the 
Safety Circular No. 01/15 issued on 13.10.2015, shall be followed uniformly 
at all  the stations. 

iv. SIP is not tallying with ESP and both are not tallying with site conditions i.e. 
sand hump / over shoots on both sides are not correctly shown. 

v. Para 7.5 of SWR is to be revised as per the amendment issued to S.R.5.23 
of G&SR. Para 7.5 of SWR of all stations should be revised. 

vi. As per Appendix „A‟ of SWR, intimation to Gate man for Manned Engineering 
LC Gate number 139 is given as - immediately after departure of the train, 
SM shall advise the gateman. But as per para 2(iii) Annexure-I, Appendix-II 
of G&SR, if the running time from either end of the station is less than 10 
minutes, SM shall advise the gateman before granting/obtaining the line 
clear. SWR should be revised accordingly. 
 

b. Route Cancellation Register: 
I. On 27.11.2017 at 0830 hrs S.20 II loop Home signal cancelled. As per 

G.R.3.36, Home signal shall not be put back to ON position except to avert 
accident. 

II. It was observed from Route cancellation Register that number of occasions 
route was cancelled due to route held up. 
 

11.2 Station signage board vertical clearances on NED end Road No.1 - 1.20m & Road 
No.2 - 1.54m against 2.0m. 
 

  
 

 

11.3 As per register, last Joint Inspection of Points and crossings is done on 10.11.17 
and 5 defects are noticed and all are attended. Following deficiencies are noticed: 

a. Index page, yard diagram, etc. are not provided. 
b. DEN/NE passed a remark that Point No.8B switch renewal to be planned 

next month and housing to be improved. SSE/P.Way/PAU remarked that 
programmed on 16.01.18, but till date no action is taken. 

c. Throw of Switch at Point No.8A, LH/RH is mentioned 105mm/100mm but no 
action is taken by both the SSEs to correct the throw. 

d. From all quarterly joint inspections, it is noticed that common/frequent 
problem is „housing to be improved & Opening to be adjusted‟. 

e. Joint Inspection schedule for the year is issued by Sr.DSTE & Sr.DEN/Co 
but not being followed. 
 

11.4 SEJ on Road No.1 at KM 329/0-1(NED end) is provided one year back. Road No.1 
is SWR track. The existing SWR track is planned for conversion into LWR track. 
SEJs to be provided on either side only after completion of converting SWR track to 
LWR track. 
 



11.5 Point No.13A - sliding chair plate GR pads are crushed/perished. 
 

11.6 LWR No.2, SEJ No.4 at KM 328/3-329/1, laid on 15.5.09, de-stressed on 17.6.10 
at Td-420C. Following deficiencies are noticed: 

a. No chisel mark is on reference pillars. However paint mark is available. 
b. Reference pillars are not tallying with mean position and need to be 

adjusted. 
c. PSC sleepers spacing and squaring are disturbed in breathing length portion 

on LWR side on main line. 
d. The total gap at 11.30hrs at 370C on LH side is 87mm (LWR side 75mm) and 

RH side is 85mm (LWR side 62mm) and needs to be attended as per 
standards. 

e. Tip of Tongue & Stock rails are not laid at prescribed position/location (Fig 
5.6/C.S 10 of LWR manual). 

11.7 Sand humps of Point No.13A & 14A (NED end) - earthwork is to be done ahead 
upto 31m as per norms. 
 

11.8 i. Point No.14A –bond wires exothermic welding are provided on CMS crossing 
at Point No.162A and 161A&B which is not permitted. Lead rails are not 
matching at crossing joint. On CMS crossings as a part of design, separate 
lugs along with pre-drilled holes are provided to facilitate connecting S&T 
bond wires (Ref: CTE/SC Lr.No.W/509/TC/Zig-zag welding dated 9.3.12 and 
RDSO‟s Lr.No.CT/RG/Cad weld dt.24.3.11, exo-thermic welding is permitted 
only on rails for connecting bond wire up to 35mm2 wires. Such welding is not 
permitted on CMS crossings). 

ii. At Point no 14B, where Tongue rails were replaced 3 days ago, one tongue 
rail is already damaged due to hitting by wheel flange and there is 2mm gap 
between tongue rail and stock rail when set to reverse side. This is a bad 
work man ship by PWI, SSE/sig. This needs to be replaced as it can cause 
unsafe condition of two roads with sharp flange of wheels. 

 

11.9 LB No. 7A - earth reading recorded to be painted. 
 

11.10 Point No.13B - Ordinary GR pads which are to be used for normal PSC sleepers, 
are provided in Lead portion (sleeper no.21 to 65) on main line & turn-out side 
instead of standard GR pads. 
 

11.11 SR of 30KMPH is imposed on 02.02.18/7.00hrs due to renewal of RH switch at 
Point No.14B. Availed traffic block & Disconnection/Reconnection on 03.02.18 from 
12.00hrs to 14.45hrs. This point is not set properly and following deficiencies are 
observed: 

a. RH switch of tongue & stock rails are butting at leading stretcher bar location 
causing a 3mm gap between tongue & stock rails at TOS.  

b. All the stretcher bars are not fixed properly. Gap of 10mm between bracket & 
web of tongue rail is noticed in all the stretcher bars. 
 

 



c. LH tongue rail is also knife edge/in worn-out condition. Setting is also for only 
one sleeper. 

d. Speed Indicator board of 30KMPH at KM 329/2-3 (NED end) is of non 
standard height and non retro-reflective. 

 
Division should take proper precautions while switch renewals and should not give 
track-fit/Reconnection memo until both the departments satisfy about setting and 
housing. This is very unsafe practice i.e. without proper setting, track-
fit/reconnection is given by both the SSEs. They should be counselled /warned by 
concerned higher officials. 
  

11.12 Tested DTMF phone at manned LC No.138 and found working. 
 

11.13 Engineering Interlocked  LC No.139 at KM 332/0-1 between CRU-LBG stations: 

a. Gate working instructions available at the Gate are not tallying with the Gate 
working instructions available at the Chudawa station. Revised Gate working 
instructions are issued and kept at the Gate for GM inspection but SWR is 
not amended. 

b. The Sliding Boom arrangement is physically provided for LC no.139E at 
Km.332/0-1 between CRU – LBG and the work is completed long ago, but 
not commissioned yet.  The Sliding Boom to be brought in to use early. 

c.  

11.14 Engineering Non-Interlocked  LC No.138 at KM 330/1-2 between CRU-LBG 
stations: 

a. Speed breakers from gate post are 7.0m (opposite to gate lodge) and 
12.40m (gate lodge side) against 20.0m. Speed breakers are not painted as 
per standards (para 918, Annexure 9/6 of IRPWM). 

b. Gate warning boards are to be re located. Gate warning board to be  
provided ahead  of speed breaker board while approaching LC. Road user 
while approaching LC, observes that gate is approaching by seeing gate 
warning board and further observe speed breaker board/speed breaker. 

c. Safety chains on either side are not having proper locking arrangement. 
d. Road width & length of check rails need to be maintained as per standards. 

(Length of check rail=Road width + 2.0m).  
e. Wooden end blocks are provided at end of the check rail. Hexagon  paver 

blocks are provided between edge of the road and upto end of the check rail 
between two running rails (1.0m gap on both end) instead of filling with 
ballast. 

f. The existing road surface is in very bad condition i.e having pot holes, 
running rail non gauge face side is in exposed condition. Road vehicles are 
hitting running rail on both sides. 
 

  
 

 

11.15 Scabbed rails at KM 330/9-331/1 between CRU-LBG stations need to be replaced. 
 

11.16 Curve No.78 at KM 331/8-332/7: D=10, Radius=1750m, Versine=29mm, 

SE=45mm, Transition length=120m(60m+60m) and total length of curve=750m. 



a. Gauge is varying from N to -6mm.  
b. SE & Versines are with in tolerances. 

11.17 LBG station: In front of station building, 
platform concrete work is in progress. Concrete 
mixer is available adjacent to PF line and 
engineering official and competent person of 
contractor are not available. It is very unsafe 
working (Para 826 of IRPWM).   

         

 
 

11.18 Rear Window Inspection from NED-MUE Section: 

a. Doubling work is in progress between NED-MUE section. Sturdy fencing is 
not provided adjacent to track to avoid infringement while heavy vehicles are 
moving near the running track.(R.B.Lr.No.2015/CE-II/TK/14 of 
dt.30.12.2015). 
 

  
 

b. Rag picking at MTDI station yard is very poor. 
c. Mugat Station; on main line Guard rail not provide under FOB. (Vertical 

column is adjacent to main line). 
d. Between MALTEKDI-MUGAT stations at KM 355/0-357/0, SR of 50KMPH 

(PSR) is imposed due to „Yielding Formation‟. Engineering indicating boards 
needs to be ensured with retro-reflective stickers.  

e. MUE yard towards NED end, Drainage is to be improved at Points & 
Crossing location. 
 

 
 

12.0 It is noticed through TMS reports (and also discussion / enquiring about 
DFWO/DRWR/OBSW position in these sections) that 9 SKV welds are marked as 
OBSW and joggled fish plated with two far end bolts which are laid on bridge proper 
or on approach of bridges with in 100m. 6 welds out of 9 are in ADB-PMKT section 
(sectional speed is 50KMPH). These welds are detected in October‟2017.These 



welds should be treated as IMR as per stipulated instructions & USFD manual. But 
Divisional authorities have not taken any action to replace the same  till date. This is 
very unsafe. 
 

13.0 Foot plate inspection from NED-PAU by Train No.17623 Exp. 
a) Sri. Raju.G. LP/M/Exp/NED and Sri Paresh Bai.V. ALP/NED are not due for 

RC technical, G&SR and PME. 
b) Double line working is under progress but sturdy fencing is not provided 

adjacent to track to avoid infringement while heavy vehicles are moving near 
the running track.(R.B.Lr.No.2015/CE-II/TK/14 of dt.30.12.2015). 

c) Vertical clearance (height) of Chudawa station sign board is less than two 
meters. 
 

 
 

d) At Limbagaon yard earth work is being done by contractor staff but Railway 
supervisor is not available at the site. 

 

             
 

e) At DN Home signal of Purna, calling on warning board is located at less than 
65 meters.  

    

 

        CSO 


